Susan Stone
Green
Alice Blount
Hector Green
Rose Russell
Umberto
O’Reilly

Harriet’s son. Engaged to Alice Blount. Works for “I Grow”, but not in a
key position. He asked too many questions.

Harriet’s daughter. Not the most cordial relationship with Harriet.
Brilliant, young advertising person. Also works for “I Grow”, but only
part-time.
Fiancee’ of Rocky. A member of “the Blount” family. Her family thinks
she is marrying beneath herself.

Susan’s husband. What can we say? The most exciting thing about him is
his pipe cleaner collection. Has a problem that clouds his reliability.

Harriet’s part-time cook and housekeeper. A nice widow with more
mouths to feed than money.

Has been Harriet’s escort at various functions when a partner was needed
or preferred. Is there more to him than meets the eye?

Wanda
Merkle

Wanda is a success story for “I Grow”. Recently discovered and willing
to help the company succeed...for a price.

Bert Zupp

Writes for the local paper under the by-line of Jim Jones. Just wants the
facts. This may lead to a Pulitzer Prize.

Barbara John

School chum of Harriet who just arrived for a visit only to find that her
best friend is dead. Killing time for her return ticket to be effective.

Willie Oxley

A man who is on a mission. He sees no good, heres no good, and speaks
no good. We guess you could say that he is good for nothing.

Robert E.
Stone

Harriet’s ex-husband. Still has contact with Harriet occasionally. Is he
jealous or angry that Harriet used his “discovery” to get rich?
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Eugene
“Rocky” Stone

Frequent companion of Harriet. No one seems to know too much about
her. Often had dinner with Harriet on Wednesday evenings.

Cast of Characters

Francine
Baker

